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Abstract

This community service activity is a form of dedication from Lecturers of Electrical Engineering Study Program in Universitas Katolik De La Salle Manado to apply the sciences and skills in helping Indonesia that currently is facing a global problem which is related to the appearance of Covid-19 virus. It is of course gives impact in education system that indirectly forcing people to do an online learning and all the lecturers have to work from home. This matter encouraged us as lecturers in Electrical Engineering Study Program Universitas Katolik De La Salle Manado to help maintaining the education process of students in SD Katolik 15 St. Laurentius Manado so they can study well and gain knowledge from home through online learning. What we actually did was together with our Electrical Engineering students created a simple learning material in the form of video. The main topic for our material is related to electricity. As a result, we designed and created three learning videos for the students and we hope that these will help the students to briefly understand the basic concept of electricity and how to make a simple electric circuit. We are also hoping that this activity will help the parents economically to support the education of their children. The outcome of this community service activity are videos and report.
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Introduction

Nowadays our country Indonesia is arriving at the New Normal Era of facing the Covid-19 virus pandemic. The education process in elementary schools have already started but still prioritize the health and clean so the students can be avoided from Covid-19 virus that would be dangerous for their own health and family. Generally all schools still conduct online learning using the information technology media and internet network.

To support Information Technology literacy for children and also the use of digital content for science and technology, Electrical Engineering Study Program Universitas Katolik De La Salle Manado (Unika De La Salle Manado) conducts a community service program that considered essential to be established during this New Normal and also a kind of new approach for online education process (Liliana, 2010) (Handarini & Wulandari, 2020).

From the result of our oral survey to some parents of elementary school students in SD Katolik 15 St. Laurentius whom lives in the area of Paal II Ranomuut Manado, we got conclusion that the learning process of their children were not or could not fully conducted in the form of online learning because of financial support and lack of facilities to support the purpose of online learning. Besides, there are also some other specific considerations that made the children can only gained materials from their teachers through social media such as Whatsapp application (WA) and did the homeworks from home independently. For students that had limitation in using WA, they would be given time to finish and submit the tasks at school, including following the mid term and final term test.

Based on this background, lecturers in Electrical Engineering Study Program Unika De La Salle Manado were called to serve the students so they can follow the education process during the pandemic and get support from a simple learning material made by Electrical Engineering lecturers and students (Rahajeng, Maretasani, & Kristanto, 2018)

The main topic of the learning material is electricity, consists of 3 (three) sub-topics/videos: the benefits and hazards of electricity, the making of LED card, and series-parallel circuits.
Methods

The methods we used for this community service activity contain several procedures, i.e. conduct oral survey and observation, choose proper topic and sub-topics, design concept for video material, prepare the components and devices, create the learning videos, and implement the online learning using IT technology such as YouTube and Zoom Applications (Sangadji & Sopiah, 2010) (Raco & Tanod, 2012).

The data and results for the community activities were acquired from interviews and observation reports during our visit to the school and giving online learning (Rahajeng, Maretasani, & Kristanto, 2018) (Leylasari, Cahyadi, & Wicaksono, 2018) (Yustisiana & Meilasari, 2018).

This community service was organized in a team of Electrical Engineering lecturers and students from October 2020 until March 2021. This activity is planning to keep on going in the future, can be conducted by educators who have special attention on elementary school students’ education. The concept and technology of the learning material concept could always be improved to support the government educational programs and education of millennial. Although probably in the future this community service activity does not being conducted or re-programmed routinely, but at every turn and time could be considered as positive alternative for lecturers and students to extend their scientific insight and improve their soft skills and hard skills.

Results and Discussions

Results

The community service activity was conducted in SD Katolik 15 St. Laurentius Manado and was aimed to educate the 1st grade to 3rd grade elementary school students with learning videos. The total number of students in this school is 54 (1st grade has 21 students, 2nd grade has 10 students and 3rd grade has 23 students).

There were 4 (four) main programs in our activity: gave stationary as a Christmas gift, made a video about the benefits and hazards of electricity, made a video about making a LED card, and made a tutorial video about assembling simple series-parallel circuits.
Out team contacted the school principle, Mrs. Telda Ticoalu and sent an official letter. After being approved, we started our first program on December 4th 2020 by giving stationary for each student of 1st grade to 3rd grade as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

The second program was a learning video about the benefits and hazards of electricity, as shown in Figure 3. This learning video was made with the help of our university students for selecting pictures and the idea of animations, and then uploaded to YouTube. On January 20th
2021, our team gave online presentation to those elementary school children with *Zoom* application, as shown in Figure 4.

![Fig. 3. A learning video about the benefits and hazards of electricity](image)

The third program was a tutorial video of how to make a Christmas card or Easter card using LED, Resistor and Battery as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The children were given instructions to make the LED card (Figure 7) and also the video link to watch it. Our university students helped making the video and uploaded on *YouTube*. On January 20th 2021, our team gave online presentation with *Zoom* application, as shown in Figure 4.
The fourth program was series-parallel video. Our university student involved in this activity and helped us upload the video in Google Drive. On March 26th 2021, our team gave online presentation with Zoom application. These activities are all shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
Our dedication through those activities got positive responses from the school, children and parents. We are welcome to conduct other good activities in the next semester to support teachers and also the children. All the learning videos were published online on YouTube and can be accessed by those children anytime. Children would get to know better about Electricity, LED card and Simple Electric Circuit for improving their knowledge and creativities.

From our team’s observations and surveys and also comments obtained from the School’s Principal and few Parents, those children did understand and could explain the topics well enough during the online Zoom meeting, and practiced the result with LED card assessment.
Those children gave positive enthusiastic during online and also participated in online quizzes. The results are detail described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Respondent</th>
<th>Comment/What was Observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Principal  | a. This was a good program during Covid-19 pandemic  
|    |            | b. Children looked enthusiastic  
|    |            | c. Children got more familiar with Zoom  |
| 2  | Parent     | a. Felt happy for the support  
|    |            | b. Children could access valuable knowledge  |
| 3  | Children   | a. Learn new technology of online learning  
|    |            | b. Develop creativities in learning  |

Conclusion

The community service activity being conducted by Electrical Engineering lecturers and students was found to be very useful for elementary school students in SD Katolik 15 St. Laurentius Manado in order to broaden their knowledge about electricity, LED card and series-parallel circuit. The other important benefit was to improve the hardskill and softskill of Electrical Engineering lecturers and students in learning the subject of Basic of Electrical Engineering and Electric Circuit. They can understand and learn more about the subject and can practically implement what they had learned. The concept and technology of the learning material concept could always be improved to support the government educational programs and education of millennial.
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